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Abstract
This study describes the development of a
Portuguese Community-Question Answering
benchmark in the domain of Diabetes Mellitus using a Recognizing Question Entailment
(RQE) approach. Given a premise question,
RQE aims to retrieve semantically similar, already answered, archived questions. We build
a new Portuguese benchmark corpus with 785
pairs between premise questions and archived
answered questions marked with relevance
judgments by medical experts. Based on the
benchmark corpus, we leveraged and evaluated several RQE approaches ranging from
traditional information retrieval methods to
novel large pre-trained language models and
ensemble techniques using learn-to-rank approaches. Our experimental results show that a
supervised transformer-based method trained
with multiple languages and for multiple tasks
(MUSE) outperforms the alternatives. Our
results also show that ensembles of methods
(stacking) as well as a traditional (light) information retrieval method (BM25) can produce competitive results. Finally, among the
tested strategies, those that exploit only the
question (not the answer), provide the best
effectiveness-efficiency trade-off. Code is publicly available1 .

1

Introduction

Question answering (QA) aims to automatically retrieve precise, rather than merely relevant, answers
to a given question. The field has faced exponential
progress along the years with new corpora (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Ahmad et al., 2019) as well
as computational models which approach the task
from different perspectives. One of these is known
as Recognizing Question Entailment (RQE).
Given a premise question (aka query), a RQE
approach aims to retrieve semantically similar
1

archived questions which have been already answered (Ben Abacha and Demner-Fushman, 2019).
The task became relevant thanks to popular Community QA forums, such as Yahoo Answers, Quora
and Stack Overflow, where an RQE approach is
used to automatically search a large body of material looking up for archived question-answer pairs
entailing a user posed question.
Besides popular forums, a domain in which RQE
approaches are highly beneficial and have been extensively studied is the medical one. Russell-Rose
and Chamberlain (2017) showed that, when using
traditional information retrieval search engines to
query medical information, healthcare professionals spend on average 60 minutes to formulate a
search strategy, 3 minutes to analyse the relevance
of a retrieved document, and 4 hours of total search
time. Ben Abacha and Demner-Fushman (2019)
suggest that healthcare consumers may also benefit
from QA systems through which they can ask for
desired information in natural language instead of
having to perform complex search strategies. In
fact, a study reveals that, in 2013, 59% of U.S.
adults searched for health information online and
35% used healthcare search engines to figure out
what medical condition they or someone else had2 .
To advance the state-of-the-art in RQE approaches for medical-specific applications, some
benchmarks have been proposed. Targeting Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) by healthcare consumers, Abacha and Demner-Fushman (2016) introduced a collection of 8,890 pairs of questions
labelled as having or not the same meaning. In
the TREC 2017 LiveQA track, a medical question
answering task was proposed addressing the automatic answering of consumer health questions
received by the U.S. National Library of Medicine
(Abacha et al., 2017). Under the shared-task, a
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total of 738 question-answer pairs were publicly released. Finally, Ben Abacha and Demner-Fushman
(2019) released MedQuad, a dataset with 47,457
medical question-answer pairs of 37 question types
extracted from 12 websites of the the National Institutes of Health of United States.
Although the RQE task has been extensively
studied, as is the case with other NLP subfields,
studies and approaches largely focus on the English language. In this study, we goes in a different direction, facing the challenge of developing an NLP approach for a low resource language.
Specifically, our study focuses on the Portuguese
language and investigates the development of a
Community Question Answering system in the particular domain of Diabetes Mellitus using RQE.
This allows investigating new challenges in terms
of multi-lingual NLP problems.
From an application domain (Health) perspective, world-widely, the number of people with diabetes increased from 108 million in 1980 to 422
million in 20143 . It is expected that the disease
will reach 629 million in 2045. These numbers
are partially explained by the rapidly increase of
the disease in low- and middle-income countries,
such as Brazil, where around 12 million people
have this health condition. Aiming to cope with
this disease and to have a better quality of life, a
significant number of Portuguese speakers with this
condition engages in dedicated public forums. In
order to improve the access to information about
this health condition for these speakers, this study
aims to leverage RQE approaches to build BeteQA,
a Portuguese community question-answering system to provide prompt and accurate answers to
questions about Diabetes Mellitus posed by social
forum users.
To meet our goal, similar to Abacha and DemnerFushman (2016); Abacha et al. (2017) and Ben
Abacha and Demner-Fushman (2019), we first built
a Portuguese benchmark with 785 pairs between
premise questions and archived answered questions
annotated as perfect match, relevant and irrelevant,
following Nakov et al. (2016, 2017). Based on our
benchmark corpus, we leveraged and evaluated several RQE approaches ranging from traditional information retrieval (IR) methods (BM25 and TF-IDF
cosine similarity) to novel large pre-trained language models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

For the latter methods, we evaluated them according to both zero-shot and fine-tuned learning setups.
We also used ensemble models (stacking) based on
a learn-to-rank model to combine the outputs of the
previous methods with other traditional linguistic
features.
Experimental results show that a supervised
transformer-based method trained in multiple languages and for multiple tasks (MUSE) outperforms
the alternatives in a zero-shot setting. Moreover,
results show that the ensemble method (stacking)
as well as a traditional (light) IR method (BM25)
have the potential to provide competitive results.
Finally, among the tested strategies, those that exploit only the question (not the answer), provide the
best effectiveness-efficiency trade-off. Our failure
case analysis also reveals that most failures occur
for longer sentences containing a smaller number
of relevant candidates and harder separability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how the benchmark was
built. Section 3 explains the RQE models leveraged
to rank similar questions about Diabetes. Section
4 describes the experimental methods while Section 5 discusses the experiment results and a failure
analysis. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes our study.

2

Data

Collection To build a Portuguese RQE benchmark in the domain of Diabetes Mellitus, we first
manually extracted Portuguese questions about this
health condition from specialized Websites and Social Media forums. In particular, most questions
were extracted from the FAQ section in the website of the Brazilian Association about Diabetes4 as
well as in forums about this health condition, such
as DIABETES - DIABÉTICOS5 , a Facebook community about Diabetes with around 85 thousand
Portuguese speaking users.
Preprocessing and Anonymization To keep
users’ privacy, the extracted questions from forums
were manually de-identified by first removing emojis, fixing orthographic mistakes and paraphrasing
non-fluent syntactic structures which could point to
idiosyncratic wordings by users. Then any identifier, such as name, phone or address, was removed
from the questions. Moreover, quasi-identifiers,
4
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such as age and relative mentions, were modified.
Users’ age were modified by randomly choosing a
number in the interval of [age−5; age+5], whereas
mentions to relatives were randomly changed by
the reference to a relative with similar age, such as
parent ↔ uncle, parent in law; sibling ↔ cousin,
partner; soon ↔ nephew. We collected a total of
1474 questions.
Answers 4 Medical students were recruited to
review the question-answer pairs extracted from
FAQ sections of websites as well as to formulate
answers to the de-identified questions from public
online forums. During the evaluation process, each
question was answered by a single medical student.
In case of doubts, the respective question would
be discussed among the students together with a
medical specialist. To organize the process, the
students kept a standardized database of answers
to the collected questions. Each answer in this
database was classified according to 10 topics: 1)
General information about Diabetes; 2) Diagnosis;
3) Chronic complications; 4) Acute complications;
5) Treatment; 6) Treatment control; 7) Comorbidities; 8) Signs and symptoms; 9) Motivation; and
10) Highly frequent, though unrelated to diabetes.
Answers were elaborated pursuant to Article
37 of Chapter V of the Brazilian Code of Medical Ethics6 , which prohibits treatment prescription
without actual patient examination. Hence, the answers were constructed with the aim of informing
the user about diabetes and related issues, without
offering any diagnosis or treatment. In cases where
the user requested some type of intervention, answers were prepared in order to guide them to seek
a public healthcare unit, both to obtain an accurate
diagnosis and to have adequate therapeutic plans
designed by healthcare professionals.
RQE benchmark To finally build the benchmark, we randomly selected 200 questions (roughly
15%) as premises, whereas the remaining 1274
(together with their answers) were indexed by a
BM25 model (Jones et al., 2000). For each premise
question, we retrieved the 5 most similar candidate
questions, together with their answers, using BM25.
Finally, following (Nakov et al., 2016, 2017), given
1000 triples (premise question, candidate question,
candidate answer), a medical student was recruited
to annotate whether the candidate question was a

perfect match, relevant or irrelevant to the premise
one. The candidate question was considered a perfect match when it conveyed exactly the same semantic meaning as the premise question. When
both candidate and premise questions shared the
same topic, but were not semantically identical, the
candidate was labeled as relevant. Otherwise, the
candidate question was labeled as irrelevant to the
premise question.
Once the annotation was concluded, premise
questions with only irrelevant candidate questions
were ruled out, resulting in a corpus with 157
premise questions, each one aligned with 5 annotated question-answer pairs.

3

Models

Drawing on our collected Portuguese benchmark
about Diabetes, we evaluated several approaches to
rank question-answer pairs to their premise questions. Such approaches range from traditional bagof-words information retrieval techniques to novel
methods based on continuous vector representations and Learn-to-rank ensembles.
3.1

Token-Based Approaches

BM25 is a fast information retrieval technique
(Jones et al., 2000) which, in the context of
RQE, calculates the relevance of archived questionanswer pairs to a given premise question using a
family of scoring functions based on bag-of-words.
Cosine Similarity over TF-IDF ranks the similarity of archived documents, such as questions
or question-answer pairs, to the premise question
by computing the cosine similarity between their
TF-IDF vector representations (Salton and McGill,
1986). TF-IDF is a bag-of-words technique, standing for term frequency–inverse document frequency.
As the name implies, a TF-IDF vector representation of a document is computed by counting the
frequency of its tokens as well as their specificity,
defined by an inverse function of the number of
documents in which each of its tokens occurs.

6
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3.2

Embedding-Based Approaches

Currently, sparse bag-of-words vector representations have given place to dense vectors computed
by neural networks and popularly known as (word,
sentence or document) embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013). We leveraged some of these representations
as RQE approaches.

3.2.1 Skip-Gram Wang2Vec
We used the Brazilian Portuguese word embeddings of 300 dimensions computed by a skip-gram
Wang2Vec architecture described in Hartmann et al.
(2017). To obtain the embedding representations
of a multi-word document such as a question, we
first looked up for the word-embeddings of each
of its tokens and then averaged them. Absent tokens in the skip-gram Wang2Vec vocabulary were
represented by the embedding of the OOV (out-ofvocabulary) token. During ranking, we used cosine similarity to measure the semantic distance
between a premise question and its candidates.
Limitation Skip-Gram Wang2Vec provides
context-free representations of words, i.e. the
approach does not distinguish the meaning of
a particular occurrence of a word taking its
surrounding context into account. For instance,
the word bank would be represented by the same
vector representation in the expressions “financial
bank” and “river bank”.
3.2.2 BERT-Based Approaches
More recently, several studies have proposed
large neural language models which compute
context-sensitive word embeddings representations
(Howard and Ruder, 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019). These language models take
the local word context into account to generate its
meaning representation. One of the first and most
popular approaches of this kind is the “Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers”
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019), which encodes the
meaning of a word into a vector taking its surrounding words (before and after) into account. BERT is
pretrained in an unsupervised fashion using objective functions like word-denoising (i.e., predicting
a masked word in a text) and next sentence prediction. In our study, we leveraged some of its
multilingual and Brazilian Portuguese variations to
the RQE task in the Diabetes Mellitus domain.
mBERT is a BERT multilingual version trained
with texts from the top 100 largest Wikipedias
languages. We used its base and cased configuration (bert-base-multilingual-cased).
Given a multi-word document to be encoded, this
approach computes the context-sensitive vector representations of its words and averaged them to obtain the document embedding. As done with the
skip-grams, during ranking we measured the cosine
similarity between the vector representations of a

premise question and its question-answer candidate
pairs.
BERTimbau is a variation of BERT pretrained
only with Brazilian Portuguese texts (Souza et al.,
2020). The pretraining process was done with
the largest corpus for the language, know as
brWaC corpus (Wagner Filho et al., 2018). In our
study, we used its large and cased configuration
(bert-large-portuguese-cased).
BioBERTpt is another variation of BERT which
was pre-trained with Brazilian Portuguese Clinical
texts (Schneider et al., 2020) for the task of named
entity recognition in the target domain.
3.2.3

MUSE

Differently from BERT that trains large language
models in an unsupervised fashion style, other studies have sought to learn a semantic vector space
among words and documents by training a neural network in a supervised context with multiple
downstream tasks. A state-of-the-art approach in
this genre is the “Multilingual Universal Sentence
Encoder” (MUSE) (Yang et al., 2020). MUSE embeds texts in 16 languages, which are later fed into
classification heads for the target task. In particular,
the approach is trained for 3 types of tasks: semantic retrieval, bitext retrieval and question answering
retrieval. The study also showed that the model
can learn cross-lingual vector representations, i.e.
it is possible to measure the semantic similarity
between two texts of different languages. Despite
this cross-lingual resource, we only used the model
to embed Portuguese texts about Diabetes Mellitus.
In particular, we used the MUSE approach based
on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017).
Different from BERT approaches, we followed
Yang et al. (2020) and measured the similarity between the vector representations of premise questions and their question-answer candidate pairs using dot product instead of the cosine similarity.
3.3

Learn-to-rank Ensemble (Stacking)

We sought to investigate whether ensembling (i.e.,
stacking) the semantic similarity measures computed by the previous RQE approaches could boost
the results for ranking candidate question-answer
pairs to their corresponding premise questions. To
fulfill this goal, we trained a Coordinate Ascent
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learn-to-rank approach (Metzler and Croft, 2007)7 .
Besides feeding the learn-to-rank approach with semantic features, we also wanted to analyse whether
features which assess the quality of the questions
can help the RQE task. Relying on Dalip et al.
(2012), we used three types of textual quality assessment features as explained next.

search in each dimension, 0.001 of tolerance and
normalizing input features using z-score. The training data for the ensemble of methods was produced
with nested cross-validation in the training set, thus
avoiding any potential risk of data leakage problems from test to training.
3.4

3.3.1 Features
Our learn-to-rank approach uses four types of features, one based on the semantic measures computed by the previously described approaches and
3 other which assess the quality of texts based on
its length, style and readability. The quality assessment features were computed for both premise
questions and their corresponding question-answer
candidate pairs.
Semantic Features the semantic similarities computed by our token-based, skip-gram
wang2vec, BERT-based, MUSE approaches are
used as semantic features by our learn-to-rank
ensemble approach.
Length Features we compute several quality assessment features based on length such as the size
of a text based on the number of phrases, words
and characters.

All the embedding approaches described in Section 3.2 and MUSE (Section 3.2.3) were used in a
zero-shot learning setup, i.e. they were not trained
specifically to our domain and, in the case of the
embedding-based approaches, nor even to a semantic retrieval task such as RQE.
In order to have a fine-tuned embedding-based
approach in our analysis, we used a neural classifier based on BERTimbau (in its large and cased
version) as a Portuguese RQE approach about Diabetes. Given a premise question and a candidate
question-answer pair, BERTimbau works by first
encoding both documents. Following other finetuning studies with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), for
each document, we chose its embedding representation based on its special token [CLS]. Finally,
we fine-tune the model by computing the cosine
embedding loss function as in Equation 1:
(
loss(x, y) =

Style Features we count the total number of
phrases higher/lower than the average phrase length
in the text; the size of the largest and shorted
phrases; the number of articles; prepositions; auxiliary and total number of verbs; coordination, subordinating and correlative conjunctions; indefinite, interrogative, relative and total number of pronouns;
an sentences starting with articles, prepositions,
auxiliary verbs, general verbs, (coordination, correlative and subordinating) conjunctions and (indefinite, interrogative and relative) pronouns.

7
We tested several L2R methods in preliminary experiments including Random Forests and LambdaMART. There
were no statistically significant differences among them. As
Coordinate Ascent was much faster than the other ones at
training time, we chose it due to the many tests we wanted to
perform in our experiments.

1 − cos(x1 , x2 ), if y = 1
max(0, cos(x1 , x2 )), if y = 0

(1)

where x1 and x2 are the [CLS] vector representations of the premise question and the candidate
question-answer pair, and y is the gold-standard label indicating whether they are similar or not. We
treat the problem as binary, merging perfect match
and relevant cases of our benchmark as positive
instances, whereas the irrelevant ones as negatives.
During training, the model backpropagates the gradients of the neural network using the AdamW
optimizer with learning rate of 1e-5 and batch size
of 4.

Readability Features we computed ARI,
Coleman-Liau, Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch
Kincaid, Gunning Fog Index, Lasbarhets index and
SMOG Grading.
3.3.2 Settings
We trained our Coordinate Ascent learn-to-rank
approach with 5 random restarts, 25 iterations to

Fine-tuned Approach

4

Evaluation

We evaluated the proposed approaches as a ranking
problem. Given a premise question from the described benchmark, our goal is to investigate which
model can better rank “Perfect Match” and “Relevant” candidate question-answer pairs ahead of
“Irrelevant” ones. Following Nakov et al. (2016,
2017), we treated the problem as a binary one, not
distinguishing “Perfect Match” and “Relevant” candidate questions.
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BM25
TF-IDF Cosine
Wang2Vec
BERTimbau
mBERT
BioBERT pt
MUSE
Fine-tuned
L2R Semantic
L2R Quality
L2R All

Question-Question
Rank MAP MRR
#2
84.83 86.94
#2
84.11 86.77
#4
78.88 81.05
#2
84.98 88.00
#4
81.15 83.34
#4
78.14 81.52
#1
88.59 91.58
#1
87.12 90.66
#1
87.46 90.44
#6
71.95 72.85
#2
85.77 89.07

Question-Answer
Rank MAP MRR
#1
87.36 89.68
#3
83.66 85.67
#4
79.33 80.99
#3
82.17 84.07
#6
74.06 75.31
#5
74.48 73.70
#1
87.24 88.90
#3
82.91 83.86
#1
86.88 89.21
#5
74.09 74.48
#1
85.82 88.31

Question-Question+Answer
Rank MAP
MRR
#1
87.36
89.68
#3
83.51
85.26
#4
79.70
81.52
#2
83.86
86.80
#5
77.03
79.78
#5
78.13
80.33
#1
88.90
91.26
#2
83.92
86.31
#1
88.87
91.02
#6
72.35
73.78
#2
85.08
86.60

Table 1: MAP@5 and MRR@5 results of the approaches measuring the similarity among premise questions and candidates
through Question-Question, Question-Answer and Question-Question+Answer. Ranking was computed based on pair-wise
comparisons among the MAP@5 models with the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. Best results are in bold, including statistical ties.

Metrics We evaluated the approaches using two
popular ranking measures: the Mean AveragedPrecision (MAP) as the main metric and the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as the secondary one.
Since each premise question of our benchmark is
attached to 5 candidates, we used this length to
compute the metrics (e.g., MAP@5 and MRR@5).
Comparing Strategies The task of Recognizing
Question Entailment (RQE) traditionally works
by measuring the similarity between two questions. However, in the Semeval task 3 shared-task
about Community Question-Answering (Nakov
et al., 2016, 2017), some of the leading approaches
worked by measuring the similarity of a premise
question taking into account both the candidate
question and the answer. Moreover, approaches
such as Yang et al. (2020) performs the QuestionAnswering task as a “Recognizing Answer Entailment” style, where the representation of a
premise question is directly compared to the representations of the candidate answers. In this
study we investigate the three comparing strategies: Question-Question, Question-Answer and
Question-Question+Answer.
Cross-validation The approaches were evaluated using cross-validation using 5 folds. The
obtained results were averaged across the folds
and statistically tested according to the Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test in MAP@5.

5

Results

Overall Analysis: Ranking of Methods Table
1 displays the MAP@5 and MRR@5 results of the
approaches in the Question-Question, QuestionAnswer and Question-Question+Answer strategies.
Best results are marked in bold, including statistical ties. Regarding the proposed approaches, re-

sults show the advantage of MUSE, being the only
method together with the ensemble with semantic
features (e.g. L2R Semantic) to rank first in
the three strategies according to the MAP@5. Although there is a tie between both methods, MUSE
is a single model, whereas the latter is an ensemble of all our semantic similarity, demanding much
more computational resources. For this reason, we
assume MUSE as the model with the best results in
our benchmark. Interestingly, MUSE was applied
to the problem of Portuguese QA about Diabetes
Mellitus in a zero-shot learning setup, i.e. it was
not optimized to the task and, even so, was ranked
first in all the strategies.
Traditional Token-Based Methods the “oldschool” BM25 had very competitive results. The
approach ranked first in the Question-Answer and
Question-Question+Answer strategies and second
in the Question-Question one. Besides effective,
this approach has the advantage of not demanding
a high volume of computational resources.
Word Embeddings and BERT Traditional
context-free word embeddings, represented by
Wang2vec, did not have a good performance in
the evaluation, being outperformed by traditional
methods such as BM25 and TF-IDF cosine. Regarding context-sensitive word embedding methods, we evaluated a multilingual version of BERT
and two Portuguese focused ones: BERTimbau
and BioBERT pt. BERTimbau, a general Brazilian Portuguese-focused model, was the one which
performed best among the three, ranking second
in the strategies where the candidates were represented by their questions (Question-Question and
Question-Question-Answer). BioBERT pt is a Portuguese model pretrained in clinical texts, which
we thought would be an advantage of the model.
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However, although pretrained on texts in a domain
similar to ours, the nature of the texts seems to be
different. The clinical texts used to pretrain the
method are more technical and focused on healthcare professionals, whereas our corpus is more related to healthcare patients and the way they pose
their questions about Diabetes in social media. We
also believe that the small datasets’ size in which
those methods were originally pre-trained did not
benefit the transformer-based approaches, as been
reported in the literature (Cunha et al., 2020, 2021).
Fine-tuned Approach Except for the traditional
approaches, the embedding-based ones and MUSE
were not trained in our benchmark, being evaluated in a learning setting called zero-shot. Another popular learning strategy aims to fine-tune
the weights of a pre-trained large neural network,
such as BERT, in a downstream task. In order
to know how a fine-tuned approach would perform as a Portuguese RQE method about Diabetes, we have developed and tuned the weights
of an RQE classifier based on BERTimbau. Together with MUSE and L2R Semantic, this finetuned approach (Fine-tuned) ranked first in the
Question-Question strategy, outperforming its nontuned version (e.g., BERTimbau). However, its
performance lowered for the other two strategies
with results similar to BERTimbau. We believe
that the results of our fine-tuned approach was not
better in these two strategies, which take candidate
answers into account, due to the fact that we trim
the input texts with a maximum length of 128 tokens, possibly affecting the representation of the
answers in exchange of a faster performance. We
leave a deeper analysis of this issue for future work.

questions
answers

Q1
10/8
59.5/56

Q2
15.5/12
86.5/73

Q3
29/19
102/96

Table 2: Length of questions and answers distributed by
quartiles. Each cell contains the pair (length of failure
cases/length of success cases).

Question+Answer strategies.
Comparing Strategies Regarding the three compared strategies, results are inconclusive about
which one is the best due to a high variation among
the approaches. Due to the variability in terms of
ranking precision between the three strategies, a
choice of strategy could be made based on efficiency. In this case, the Question-Question strategy
will be chosen, since, in our benchmark corpus,
candidate questions have an average of 22 tokens,
being much faster to process than candidate answers, with an average length of 94 tokens.
5.1

Failure Cases Analysis

We also conducted a failure cases analysis when
leveraging the best-evaluated method (MUSE). A
failure case happens when a non-relevant candidate
question or answer is ranked at the top. Once identified, these cases were contrasted with the success
cases (when a relevant candidate appears in the
first position of the ranking) according to the following criteria: input length distribution, number
of relevant candidates and separability.

Learn-to-rank Ensemble We also sought to investigate whether ensembling (stacking) the semantic similarity measures computed by the proposed RQE approaches could leverage better ranking results. This did not seem to be the case
and, in the best situations, the ensemble had
comparable results to single approaches such
as BM25 and MUSE. Relying on Dalip et al.
(2012), we also investigated whether quality assessment features could positively influence the
ranking process. In fact, results do not confirm this hypothesis with L2R All, with semantic and quality features underperforming when
compared to L2R Semantic, with semantic features only, in the Question-Question and Question240

Input Length Distribution defines the amount
of processing required to understand the sentence
semantics. Longer sentences require understanding
more context and demand more memory to connect
different concepts distributed over the sentence. In
all strategies mentioned in Section 4, the length
of questions and answers of the failure cases are
larger than the success cases, as showed in Table 2.
In the third quartile, for instance, the questions are
34.48% longer for the failure cases when compared
to the success cases.

Figure 1: Number of relevant candidates per failure/success cases.

Number of Relevant Candidates the number of
relevant candidates also has an important impact
on the model’s effectiveness since with less relevant candidates, it is more challenging to place
a relevant result in the first ranking position. As
demonstrated in Figure 1, the majority of failure
cases (75%) had at most 3 relevant candidates with
50% of the samples having at most 1 relevant candidate. On the other hand, in success cases, there
were at least 3 relevant candidates for 50% of the
samples, with 25% having 5 relevant candidates.
Separability separability has to do with the ability to generate representations for similar sentences
that are closer in the embedding space than semantically dissimilar sentences. We measured the
amount of dispersion of similarity scores across
all three strategies and the failure cases are up to
25% less separable than success cases. Since with
a lower separability is harder to distinguish relevant
from non-relevant candidates, the ranking produced
by the model diverges from the optimal form.
Summarizing, failure cases seem to be those in
which the semantic meaning is more distributed on
longer sentences, containing a smaller number of
relevant candidates and that are less separable.

6

Related Work

Recognizing Question Entailment (RQE) has been
extensively investigated in the field so that it was
included as a shared task in SemEval-2016/2017
(Task 3 - Subtask B) (Nakov et al., 2016, 2017).
Under the domain of the Qatar Living corpus, the
task consisted of reranking 10 candidate questionanswer pairs retrieved by Google for a premise
question about Qatar. Among the promising participant approaches, we highlight SimBOW (Charlet
and Damnati, 2017), the winner of the shared-task
in SemEval 2017. The approach works by computing the semantic similarity over the vector representations of a premise question and a corresponding
candidate question-answer pair using the SoftCosine metric. Another promising participant was
KeLP (Filice et al., 2016), an approach based on
Tree Kernels and SVMs which provided top results
in the task. After the shared-tasks, Kunneman et al.
(2019) conducted a study with these approaches
in order to understand the effects of particular design choices, such as the adopted preprocessing
methods and word-similarity metrics.
In the medical domain, Wang et al. (2016) proposed an answer recommendation algorithm for

medical community question answering. Given a
user query, the system starts by looking for similar archived questions using a paragraph vector
based language model (PVLM) as a similarity metric. This metric measures the distance between a
premise question and a candidate one by multiplying the cosine distances among the word embedding of each word of the premise question with the
paragraph vector of the archived question. In the
same year, Abacha and Demner-Fushman (2016)
proposed a supervised machine learning approach
which classifies whether or not a candidate question can be inferred from a premise question. The
questions were represented based on lexical and
semantic features. More recently, Ben Abacha and
Demner-Fushman (2019) proposed a siamese neural network to predict whether a candidate question
is a perfect match, a relevant one or an irrelevant
one to a premise question.

7

Conclusion

This study investigates Recognizing Question Entailment approaches to build a Community Question Answering about Diabetes Mellitus. Unlike
previous studies in the field, ours focuses on a language other than English. Specifically, we focused
on the Portuguese language. Due to the lack of
resources for the language in this domain, we built
a benchmark corpus, which was used to test several
RQE models ranging from traditional information
retrieval methods to novel large pre-trained language models and ensemble techniques using learnto-rank techniques. Results show the power of multilingual and multi-task large neural networks such
a MUSE. This sentence encoder obtained the best
results of our evaluation in a zero-shot learning
setup, i.e. this means it was not optimized to the
target task. Results of the evaluation also show that
BM25, a traditional and light information retrieval
method, can obtain competitive results in the task.
Different from what was expected, state-of-art
fine-tuned methods such as our BERTimbau classifier did not perform better than our MUSE zeroshot approach. We believe this may be caused by
lack of training data, since our benchmark is relatively small. In future work, we plan to overcome
this problem by collecting more data and expanding
the corpus to other conditions related to Diabetes,
such as hypertension. Like Yang et al. (2020), we
also plan to augment our Portuguese training corpus by translating English questions from corpora
such as MedQuad into Portuguese.
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